
Welcome to Voca Quest, the largest library of digital and printable resources for busy speech 
and language therapists. Go to www.voca-quest.com for more info on us, or email us on 
support@voca-quest.com

Whats included:
1. How to play.
2. How to score.
3. Activity items.
4. Score card.

Category Sorting Air travel and land travel
Created for client by ________________ _________________ on 18th Aug 2022

How to play
1. Print and cut out the cards and category titles along the dotted line.
2. Place the category titles on the table and ask the client to move the cards under the correct 
title.

Within Voca Quest we use this percentage accuracy to create, suggest, or attain specific goals 
for the client, auto-generating certificates upon attaining a goal.
These are the boundaries we use for this:

Voca Quest Printables!

How to score
• Each answer can be correct, partially correct or incorrect
• A correct answer = 1 point, partially correct = 1/2 point, incorrect = 0
• At the end of the activity add up all points and calculate the percentage accuracy from this 

result

• < 60% = auto-generated goal
• < 80% = suggested goal
• 80% or above 3 times = goal attained
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Category Sorting Air travel and land 
travel score card
Created for client by ________________ _________________ on 18th Aug 2022. Score 1 for each 
correct, 0.5 for partially correct or 0 for incorrect response. Skipped items do not count towards 
their total percentage denominator.

Items Score
1. plane
2. helicopter
3. blimp
4. glider
5. hot air balloon
6. rocket
7. space shuttle
8. hangglider
9. jet
10. zeppelin
11. motorcycle
12. car 
13. jeep
14. bicycle
15. scooter
16. bus 
17. train
18. tram
19. taxi
20. skateboard

Total



Percentage


